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Please see the attached document regarding funding public radio.

thank you,
Stephen Todd
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[bookmark: _GoBack]My name is Stephen Todd and I have lived in Wrangell for 17 years.  I understand the difficult financial situation that the legislature is facing and I know that all of us in Alaska face difficult decisions regarding cuts that must be made.  I would like to speak in favor of sustainable funding to public broadcasting in Alaska.  I understand that some funding cuts may need to be made.  I am asking that the legislature not make the 100% cut to public broadcasting that some have suggested.



Our local public radio station in Wrangell is KSTK.  A 100% cut in State funding to KSTK would potentially cause our station to be shut down.  This 100% cut in funding would cause KSTK to fail to meet the minimum for non-federal funding, and thus would make KSTK ineligible for funding from the Corporation for Public Broadcasting.  This crescendo of a lack of funds could mean the end of our station here in Wrangell - as well as possibly shutting down 6 other public stations across the state.  



KSTK is a crucial part of the fabric of this community.  When folks from Wrangell want to know what events are happening in the legislature and across the state, we turn to KSTK.  When there are emergencies that endanger us, KSTK lets us know.  When our kids play sports in a distant community, Wrangell can be there because our public radio station takes us there.  When our borough government meets, KSTK allows us to be in on the conversation.  When there is news that is specific to Wrangell, that has a direct effect on us, our public radio station explains it.  When a neighbor needs a hand, KSTK lets us know.  KSTK helps hold the community of Wrangell together.  Without it we would have no daily, local source of radio which helps keep this community informed, safe and whole.



A 100% cut in funding to public radio would be disastrous for KSTK - it would be disastrous for Wrangell - and it would hurt Alaskans across the state that depend on their public radio stations as we do here.  Small villages and towns like Wrangell do not have the community resources to recoup the losses of a 100% cut.



If you must make further cuts to funding public broadcasting – please consider making these cuts much less drastic.  Please consider a budget that funds public broadcasting at a sustainable level.  Wrangell counts on our public radio stations to be there for us.  Please fund public broadcasting at a level that will allow it to continue to serve these essential services to communities across Alaska.  Thank you for considering this testimony.  



Stephen Todd 

PO Box 1844

Wrangell, AK 99929 








